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Legends of Marithia is an adult, hard-hitting, epic fantasy series. It is best described as Game of Thrones meets

Eragon meets Underworld. This collection of the first three books is over 250,000 words, and is jam-packed with

epic action, twists and turns, and a glorious ending for the War of Prophecies.

Are you ready for a journey to Marithia?

BOOK DETAILS:

Legends of Marithia: Book 1 - Prophecies Awakening (Uncut and Extended 2014 Edition)

"When her sorceress mother and vampire king father are brutally murdered, Kassina makes a pact with Shindar, the

Demon of Darkness. In exchange for her soul, Kassina obtains power to become the most feared sorceress in all the

lands, and vows to exact her revenge on the people for the deaths of her parents. Granted eternal life, Kassina and her

evil are never far away.

For many years, the humans and elves of the mystical world of Marithia have lived in an age of peace. But that peace

is shattered when King Arman is slain by his own son, a pawn of the vampire sorceress Kassina. Arman's murder

sparks the most brutal and bloody war ever seen between the Forces of Darkness and the peaceful Marithians.

In the midst of the conflict, Vartan, a young knight wrongfully outcast from King Arman's court, reluctantly
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discovers he is the subject of a prophecy involving the fabled weapon, Talonsphere. In alliance with the legendary

dragons, he finds himself with the opportunity to rid the world of Kassina and her dark armies forever, and finally

return Marithia to an era of peace."

Legends of Marithia: Book 2 - Darkness Rising

In the aftermath of the Battle of the Elven Woods, the two legends of Marithian prophecy are both dangerously close

to the dark grip of death as Marithia suffers under the powers of the Blood Red Moon.

Vartan, prophesised to save Marithia, lays spellbound under the protection of the mythical dragons.

The vampire sorceress Kassina, prophesised to bring about their Armageddon has been moved to the underworld by

the demon lord himself, Shindar.

A seed of the gods has grown and their greatest gift to Marithians, Anakari, makes her fated journey to discover her

purpose.

A former shining jewel of Marithian peace, castle Greenhaven, remains in ruins after its defeat under Kassina's

forces and the elves rebuild their war torn city of Veldrenn.

Talonsphere must be found before Marithia merges with the Underworld and Shindar brings about the world's end.

Legends of Marithia: Book 3 - Talonsphere

"The glowing stronghold of Marithian resistance, Greenhaven, has been recaptured from the Forces of Darkness in a

victory overshadowed by a dark secret's revalation.

Vampire-sorceress Kassina is hell-bent on seeing out the Blood Red Moon prophecy and enact a grim conclusion to

the world as they know it. As the realm of the underworld merges with Marithia, the Lord of Darkness, Shindar, is

ever closer to marching into Marithia with his army.

Prince Vartan must walk his fated path and seek out Talonsphere, the ultimate weapon that will save them all that

resides in the elusive location, Daessar. He is aided by the legendary dragons, a woman from the stars, a demon

hunter, and a trusted knight.

Everything they fought for has led to this moment, and the gods watch from the stars above as the prophecies

collide.

Who will be left standing?"

Save money and buy the whole series!

The War of Prophecies:

Book 1: Prophecies Awakening: amazon.com/dp/B0085CYAD8/

Book 2: Darkness Rising: amazon.com/dp/B0068INX66/

Book 3: Talonsphere: amazon.com/dp/B00T9NUQR6/
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